List of Faculty Members
Department of Psychology

2014-2015

Working
01. Prof. Shamim A. Ansari (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
02. Prof. Akbar Husain (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
03. Prof. Mahmood S. Khan (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
04. Prof. Abu Sufiyan Zilli (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
05. Prof. (Mrs.) Naheed Nizami (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
06. Prof. Mohd. Ilyas Khan (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
07. Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
08. Dr. (Mrs.) Asiya Aijaz (Associate Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
09. Dr. Kr. Sajid Ali Khan (Associate Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
10. Dr. (Mrs.) Nasheed Imtiaz (Assistant Professor under GSC)

Vacant
01. Professor – General Psychology
02. Professor – Experimental Psychology
03. Associate Professor – Prof. Saeeduzzafar (Retired on 31.12.2012)
04. Associate Professor – Prof. Naima Khatoon (Join as Principal, Women’s College July 2014)
05. Assistant Professor – XI Five Year Plan

2015-2016

Working
01. Prof. Shamim A. Ansari (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
02. Prof. Akbar Husain (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
03. Prof. Mahmood S. Khan (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
04. Prof. (Mrs.) Naheed Nizami (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
05. Prof. Mohd. Ilyas Khan (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
06. Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
07. Prof. (Mrs.) Asiya Aijaz (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
08. Dr. Kr. Sajid Ali Khan (Associate Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
09. Dr. Shah Mohd. Khan (Associate Professor under GSC)
10. Dr. (Mrs.) Nasheed Imtiaz (Assistant Professor under GSC)
11. Dr. (Mrs.) S. Reshma Jamal (Assistant Professor under GSC)

Vacant
01. Professor – General Psychology
02. Professor – Experimental Psychology
03. Associate Professor – Prof. Naima Khatoon (Join as Principal, Women’s College July 2014)
04. Associate Professor – Prof. Abu Sufiyan Zilli (Retired on 29.02.2016)
2016-2017

**Working**

01. Prof. Shamim A. Ansari  (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
02. Prof. Akbar Husain  (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
03. Prof. Mahmood S. Khan  (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
04. Prof. (Mrs.) Naheed Nizami  (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
05. Prof. Mohd. Ilyas Khan  (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
06. Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui  (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
07. Prof. (Mrs.) Asiya Aijaz  (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
08. Dr. Kr. Sajid Ali Khan  (Associate Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
09. Dr. Shah Mohd. Khan  (Associate Professor under GSC)
10. Dr. (Mrs.) Nasheed Imtiaz  (Assistant Professor under GSC)
11. Dr. (Mrs.) S. Reshma Jamal  (Assistant Professor under GSC)

**Vacant**

01. Professor – General Psychology
02. Professor – Experimental Psychology
03. Associate Professor – Prof. Naima Khatoon (Join as Principal, Women’s College July 2014)
04. Associate Professor – Prof. Abu Sufiyan Zilli (Retired on 29.02.2016)

2017-2018

**Working**

01. Prof. Akbar Husain  (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
02. Prof. Mahmoud S. Khan  (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
03. Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui  (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
04. Prof. (Mrs.) Asiya Aijaz  (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
05. Dr. Kr. Sajid Ali Khan  (Associate Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
06. Dr. Shah Mohd. Khan  (Associate Professor under GSC)
07. Dr. (Mrs.) Nasheed Imtiaz  (Assistant Professor under GSC)
08. Dr. (Mrs.) S. Reshma Jamal  (Assistant Professor under GSC)

**Vacant**

01. Professor – General Psychology
02. Professor – Experimental Psychology
03. Associate Professor – Prof. Naima Khatoon (Join as Principal, Women’s College July 2014)
04. Associate Professor – Prof. Abu Sufiyan Zilli (Retired on 29.02.2012)
05. Associate Professor – Prof. Naheed Niami (Expired on 29.07.2017)
06. Assistant Professor – Prof. Shamim A. Ansari (Retired on 30.06.2018)
07. Assistant Professor – Prof. Mohd. Ilyas Khan (Retired on 30.06.2018)
2018-2019

Working
01. Prof. Akbar Husain (Professor under CAS against Associate Professor Post)
02. Prof. (Mrs.) Asiya Aijaz (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
03. Prof. Roomana N. Siddiqui (Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
04. Dr. Kr. Sajid Ali Khan (Associate Professor under CAS against Assistant Professor Post)
05. Dr. Shah Mohd. Khan (Associate Professor under GSC)
06. Dr. (Mrs.) Nasheeda Imtiaz (Assistant Professor under GSC)
07. Dr. (Mrs.) S. Reshma Jamal (Assistant Professor under GSC)

Vacant
01. Professor – General Psychology
02. Professor – Experimental Psychology
03. Associate Professor – Prof. Naima Khatoon (Join as Principal, Women’s College July 2014)
04. Associate Professor – Prof. Abu Sufiyan Zilli (Retired on 29.02.2012)
05. Associate Professor – Prof. Naheed Niami (Expired on 29.07.2017)
06. Associate Professor – Prof. Mahmood S. Khan (Retired on 31.01.2019)
07. Assistant Professor – Prof. Shamim A. Ansari (Retired on 30.06.2018)
08. Assistant Professor – Prof. Mohd. Ilyas Khan (Retired on 30.06.2018)